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The relations between maximal and prime ideals in commutative rings are well 
known. If R is a ring, denote by NQ the set of all nilpotent elements e R. We recall the 
following results: a) In any commutative ring the intersection of all the prime ideals 
is Â o- b) In any commutative ring with identity element any maximal ideal is prime, 
c) If R is a commutative ring with identity element satisfying the descending chain 
condition every prime ideal of R (and different from R) is maximal. 
Note explicitly that in a ring without an identity element maximal ideals need not 
be prime and prime ideals need not be maximal. [For these results see e.g. [9] and [2], 
where some notions concerning semigroups are involved.] 
In this note we shall study the intersection of all prime ideals and the intersection 
of all maximal ideals in a (non-commutative) semigroup S". In particular we give 
a rather general necessary and sufficient condition in order that the set of all maximal 
ideals coincides with the set of all prime ideals. In all the paper we purposely avoid 
any chain condition. 
Thete are some reasons to have in mind the following analogy : 
rings with an identity element <-^ semigroups satisfying S^' = S, 
rings without an identity element <~> semigroups in which S^ ф S. 
We cannot await a full analogy since e.g. the result c) mentioned above does not 
hold even in the case of a finite commutative semigroup containing an identity 
element (see Example 4 below). 
I 
Ideal denotes always a two-sided ideal. 
Definition. A non-empty ideal ß of a semigroup S is said to be prime if ÄB a Q 
implies that A a Q or В cz Q, Ä, В being ideals of S. 
m 
Remark. There is an analogous definition: An ideal Q is completely prime if a , b e 
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e Q implies that a E Q or b e Q, a, b being elements e S. An ideal which is completely 
prime is prime. But the converse need not be true. These concepts coincide if S is 
commutative. In this paper we consider prime ideals in the sense of our definition.^) 
Prime ideals in the case of a compact semigroup have been thoroughly studied 
in [5]. 
Example 1. The semigroup S itself is always a prime ideal of S. But S need not have 
prime ideals 4=»S. Let e.g. -S = {0, a, a^,..., a'""^}, m ^ 2, be a semigroup with 
zero in which a"* = 0. Any ideal ФS is of the form /^ = {a^,..., a'""^ 0}, 2 ^ ^ g 
^ m. Since we have /^ g /^_i and 1^_^1^_-^ c I^, I^ is not a prime ideal of S, 
Definition. An jdeal M of S is called maximal if M ^ S and there does not exist 
an ideal M^ of S such that M ^ M^ ^ S. 
There are known some results concerning the existence of maximal ideals. (See 
[6], [7] and in the compact case [1], [4].) We shall not deal explicitly with these 
questions. 
Example 2. The following example shows that a prime ideal need not be necessarily 
embeddable in a maximal ideal. 
Denote by T^ the multiplicative semigroup of numbers x satisfying 0 ^ x < 1, 
Adjoin an element a and consider the set S = T^ и {a}. Define in S a commutative 
multiplication о by 
{ xy , if X 6 Ti , yeT^, 0 , if xeTi , у = a , a , if X = a , у = a . 
Then 5 is a semigroup and S^^ = S. S contains a unique maximal ideal, namely T^. 
The set / = {O, a} is a prime ideal of S. If T« = {x | 0 ^ x < a < l} , then {0, a, T j 
is an ideal containing / , but clearly there does not exist a maximal ideal of S con­
taining / . 
In the following when speaking about maximal ideals we suppose, of course, that 
maximal ideals exist. 
Theorem 1. / / S is a semigroup with S = S^, then every maximal ideal of S is 
a prime ideal of S. 
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of S. Denote S — M = P. We first prove P a 
с P^. We have 
S = (M и Pf = M^ и MP и PM и P^ a M и P^ . 
Since M n P = 0, we have P с P^. 
^) (Added May, 1968.) In a recent paper R. FULP [11] is treating some problems analogous 
to ours by using the notion prime ideal in the sense of a completely prime ideal. 
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Let now Ä, В be two ideals of S, none of them contained in M such that ÄB с M. 
Since Ä Ф M and M is maximal, we have Au M = S, hence P cz A. By the same 
argument P с B. Hence P^ с ЛБ, the more P с ЛБ. This contradicts AB cz M. 
Remark. If 5^ Ф 5", then Theorem 1 does not hold. For, let ae S — S^. Then 
M = S -- {a} is a maximal ideal of S and it is certainly not prime, since S^ a M 
while S Ф M, 
But we can prove the following: 
Theorem la. If M is a maximal ideal of a semigroup S such that S — M contains 
either more than one element, or an idempotent, then M is a prime ideal of S, 
Proof. We shall use the following well known fact: If M is a maximal ideal of S, 
then the difference semigroup SJM is simple and if iS — M contains more than one 
element, then SJM cannot be nilpotent. Write again S = M и P, M n P = ф. 
Let А, В be two ideals of S none of them contained in M such that AB cz M. We 
again have AuM = BuM==S, hence P cz A, P cz В and P^ с AB; therefore 
P^ cz M, This would imply that SJM is nilpotent, which is impossible in both cases 
considered in the statement of our Theorem. 
Example 3. The following example serves to clarify the situation. Let Tbe the mul­
tiplicative semigroup of numbers {x\0 ^ x ^ ^} and G commutative group. Define 
in S = Tu G Э, multiphcation о by x о j = О if x e Г, j ; e G, while the products 
in T and G remain the old ones. Then S is a semigroup with S^ #= S. Here T is 
a maximal ideal which is prime. There is an infinity of further maximal ideals, namely 
the sets M^ = S — {s], where s is any element with ^ < s S i, none of them being 
a prime ideal of S. 
Example 4. The converse of Theorem 1 need not be true even in the case that S is 
finite and commutative and it contains an identity element. Let S be the set of all 
residue classes mod 6. We write S = {ao, a i , . . . , as}, where 
defined by I ~ ik (mod 6). S contains a unique maximal ideal M = {ao, ^2? ^з? ^A]-
It is a prime ideal. But there are two further prime ideals Q^ = {«о, ^з} and Ö2 = 
= (Ö̂ OJ ^25 ^4}, which are not maximal ideals. 
The intersection of a finite number of ideals of a semigroup is not empty. [For 
if Qu Ô2 are ideals, we have Ô1Ô2 ^ Ö1 ^ Ô2-] But there are semigroups in which 
the intersection of all the prime ideals is empty. 
Example 5. Let S be the set of all integers ^ 2 , the multiplication being the ordinary 
muhiplication of numbers. The sets Qp = {p, 2p, 3p,...} (p = prime) are prime ideals 
of S and clearly the intersection OQp (where p runs trough all primes) is empty. 
p 
[Note that any union of the type U 6p (^ a subset of the set of all prime§) is a prime 
ideal of S.] 
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pea 
In contradistinction to this we shall see in Theorem 2 that the intersection of all 
maximal ideals of any semigroup is always non-empty. [In our example the maximal 
ideals are the sets Mp = S ~ {p} and we have OMp = S^.] 
p 
We intend to clarify under which conditions prime ideals are maximal ideals. To 
this end we first prove the following crucial theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let {M^ \ae Л} be the set of all different maximal ideals of a semi­
group S. Suppose card Л ^ 2 and denote P^ = S — M^ and M* = П^а- ^ ^ ^^^^ 
have: " 
a) P« n P^ = 0 for a + ß, 
b) S =[[JPa]^ M*. 
аеЛ 
c) For every v + ос we have P^ с My. 
d) / / / is an ideal of S and / n P« Ф 0, then P^ с L 
e) For a Ф ß we have P^Pß ^ M*, so that M* is not empty. 
Remark. The case card yl = 1 is trivial. 
Proof, a) For a Ф ß WQ have M^ u Mp = S. Hence 
P,nPp = {S- M,) n{S-~Mß) = S~ (M, u Mß) = 0 . 
b) We have 
M* = n M, = n (s - p.) = s - и -P. • 
аеЛ аеЛ аеЛ 
Hence 
S = [ и Pa] u M* . 
аеЛ 
c) For a Ф V we have 
P,^SnP, = {M,u P,) nP,^ M, n P , . 
Hence P^ c: M,. 
d) If / n P« Ф 0, the set M^ u / is an ideal of S which is larger than M^, hence 
M^u I = S. Since M^r\ Pa = 0, we have P^ с / . 
e) Suppose for an indirect proof that there is a couple u^ e P^, Uß e Pß such that 
u^Uß = Uy is not contained in M*. With respect to b) there is Py such that Uy e Py. 
Suppose first that Py Ф P^. Then P^ cz S - Py = My and P^Pß с MyPß c My, 
hence Uy e My, which is a contradiction to ŵ  e P^ = 5 — My. Suppose next Py = P .̂* 
Then Pß Œ S - P^ = M^ and P^P^ c: P^M^ с M„, hence UyeM^ = S - P«, which 
is a contradiction to Uy e P«. 
Theorem 3. Let S be a semigroup containing maximal ideals and let M* be the 
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intersection of all maximal ideals of S. Then every prime ideal of S containing M* 
and different from S is a maximal ideal of S. 
Proof. Let ß be a prime ideal of S containing M* and Q "¥ S. We use the notations 
of Theorem 2. By d) we have 
Ö = s - [ и Pv] = n (s - Pv) = n M,, 
veH veH veH 
where И a A and H is not empty. 
If card Я = 1, we have Q = M^, i.e. ß is a maximal ideal of S and our Theorem is 
proved. 
We shall show that card Я ^ 2 cannot take place. Suppose for an indirect proof 
card Я ^ 2. Let j5 e Я and denote M' = П ^ v We then have Q = M' n Mß and 
veH 
M'Mß cz M' r\Mß = Q. Since ß is prime, we have either M' c: ß or M^ c: ß . 
a) The first possibiHty M' cz Q together with Q cz M' implies ß = M'. Further 
M' = Q = M' n Mß implies M' с Mß, By Theorem 2c we have Pß a f) М^ = 
= М\ Hence Pß cz Mß, a contradiction with PßC^Mß = 0. V€H,V+^ 
b) The second possibility Mß a Q together with Q cz Mß imphes ß = Mß. 
Now ß = Mß = M' r\ Mß would imply Mß с M'. Since Mß is maximal and 
M' g iS we have M' = Mß .The relation Pß cz M' = Mß constitutes an apparent 
contradiction. This completes the proof of our Theorem. 
Let now be © = {ß^ | a G Л^} the set of all prime ideals of S and different from S 
and ß* = fl ß^. Let Ш = {M^ | a e Л} be the set of all maximal ideals of S and 
aeyli 
(as above) M* = f] M«. 
аеЛ 
If S satisfies S^ = S and Ш + 0, Q* + 0 Theorem 1 implies ß* с M*. 
Remark. Examples 1 and 5 are giving semigroups in which Ш1 Ф 0 while © = 0. 
On the other hand the multiplicative semigroup of real numbers x with 0 ^ x < 1 
is a semigroup in which 9Л = 0 while ß* = {0} Ф 0. 
Theorem 4. Let S be a semigroup containing at least one maximal ideal. Л prime 
ideal Q Ф S is a maximal ideal of S if and only if M^ cz ß . 
Proof. If ß is a maximal ideal, we clearly have M* cz ß . If conversely M* cz ß , 
then by Theorem 3 ß is a maximal ideal of S. 
This imphes: 
Theorem 5. Let S be a semigroup containing at least one maximal ideal. Then 
every prime ideal of S (and ф5) is a maximal ideal of S if and only if M* cz ß*. 
If moreover S = S^, we have ß* c M*. Hence: 
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Theorem 6. Let S be a semigroup with S ~ S^, containing at least one maximal 
ideal Then (^ = Ш if and only if ß* = M*. 
II 
There are some pertinent questions concerning the set Q*. 
We have seen that Q* may be empty. Suppose that Q* is not empty and it does not 
contain an idempotent. The foliow^ing examples show that in this case S may have 
but need not have a kernel К {= minimal two-sided ideal). 
Example 6. Let Я be a simple semigroup without idempotents. (It is known that 
such semigroups exist. See e.g. [8], p. 229.) Adjoin an identity element e and consider 
the semigroup S ~ H и {e}. Here g* is not empty, it does not contain idempotents 
and the kernel К exists since clearly Q* = X == M* = H. 
Example 7. Let S be the multiphcative semigroup of numbers {l, i , | , | , . . . } . 
There is a unique prime ideal different from S namely Q* = {i, ^, . . . } . Q* does not 
contain an idempotent and, S does not contain a kernel. 
The case when g* contains idempotents is more interesting. 
Theorem 7. / / Q* contains an idempotent, then S has a kernel К and Q* contains 
exactly those idempotents which are contained in K. 
Proof. Suppose that Q* contains an idempotent e. We first show that every ideal 
of S contains e. Suppose for an indirect proof that there is at least one ideal of S 
which does not contain e, so that the set Ш^ of all ideals which do not contain e is 
non-empty. Denote by ß^ a maximal element e 91 ̂  (maximal in the sense of Zorn). 
We claim that ß^ is a prime ideal. If it were not so, there would be possible to find 
two ideals Ä, В such that Ä ф Q^, В ф ß i , but AB cz ß ^ Since ß i g ß^ u Л and 
ß i u Л is an ideal we would have e e Qi и A, hence e e A, Analogously ее B. But 
then e = e. ее AB cz ß j , which is a contradiction. Now since ß i is a prime ideal, 
we have ß* a ß i , hence e e Qi contrary to the choice of ß^. We conclude that Ш^ 
is empty, i.e. every ideal of 5 contains e. Hence every ideal of S contains (e, eS, Se, 
SeS} = SeS. This implies that S has a kernel К which is clearly equal to the set SeS. 
We have just seen that К = Se^S holds for any idempotent e^ e ß*. Since e^ e 
eSe iS, we have e^ e K, so that there does not exist an idempotent e ß* which is 
not contained in K, This proves Theorem 7. 
Example 1 shows that (5 may be empty even if S has a kernel. For the following 
considerations it is advantageous to consider the intersection of all prime ideals 
i n c l u d i n g S itself. Denote this set by ß*. If S has a kernel, the intersection of all 
ideals is non-empty and since S has at least one prime ideal, namely S itself, ß* is 
then certainly non-empty. 
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Suppose that S has a kernel К. An element x e S is called i^-potent if there is an 
integer ^ > О such that x^ e K. An ideal / is called X-potent if there is an integer 
T > 0 such that Г = К. We denote by 
NQ the set of all X-potent elements e S; 
Ni the largest ideal contained in NQ; 
N2 the union of all K-potent ideals of S. 
Clearly: 
К c:N2 czN^ czNo. 
(Note that N2 need not be itself K-potent.) 
The problem arises what can be said about the sets g*, Q* and M* in connection 
with the sets just introduced. [The following considerations are related to those in 
[3] and [10].] 
Theorem 8. For any semigroup having a kernel we have N2 ^ Q"^ cz N^. 
Proof, a) Let x eN2. Then x is contained in a K-potent ideal of S, say / . The 
smallest ideal containing x is J^ = x u Sx u xS u SxS, hence /^ с / . There exists 
therefore an integer ^ ^ 1 such that If = P = K. If QQ is any prime ideal of S, then 
К = If cz QQ implies /^ с QQ, hence x e ßo ^^^ therefore N2 ^ Ô*-
b) To prove 6* с Ni it is sufficient to prove Q* с NQ. For g* is an ideal and N^ 
is the largest ideal contained in NQ so that ß* cz NQ implies ß* с AT̂ . 
If S = NQ there is nothing to prove. Suppose therefore that S — NQ Ф 0. To 
prove ß* с NQ it is sufficient to show that to any z e S — NQ there is a prime ideal Q^ 
such that z ф Q^, Consider to this end the set У1 of all ideals of S which do not meet 
the cychc semigroup {z, z^, z^, . . . } . Since z is not K-potent, К belongs to 5̂1 and ^Я 
is not empty. Denote by ß^ a maximal element e 5^. We claim that ß^ is a prime ideal. 
Suppose for an indirect proof that there are two ideals Ä ф Q^, В ф Q^ such that 
AB cz Q^. Since Qz S Qz^ A and ß^ u Л is an ideal, there is a power z" such that 
z" e У4 and analogously there is a power z^ such that z"" e B. But then we would have 
^m+n g ^ß ç_ Q^^ contrary to the choice of ß^. This proves our Theorem, 
Remark. In general N2 cz Q^ cz N^ need not hold. In the semigroup of the 
Example 1 we have К = {0} and since there are no prime ideals different from S, 
we have (5 = 0. [On the other hand we have, of course, N2 = Q^ = iV^.] 
We finally prove an analogous result for the set M*. 
Theorem 9. / / S is a semigroup with kernel satisfying S^ = S, then if Ш Ф 0, 
we have N-^ cz M*. 
Proof. Let M be any maximal ideal of S. We show that N^ с M. If this were not 
the case we would have N^ и M = S. Since M is maximal, SJM is a simple semi­
group. Since К cz M every element G SJM is nilpotent. Hence S ~ M contains 
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a unique element and we may write S = M u {z}, where z^ e M- But then 
S^ = [M u {z}Y = M^ и Mz Kj zM и z^ Œ M в s . 
This contradicts S^ = S. 
Remark. Theorem 9 does not hold if S^ Ф 5'. Consider again the Example 1. In 
this case there is a unique maximal ideal M = {a^, a^,..., a"*" ,̂ 0} while N^ = S, 
so that Ni cz M does not hold. 
Corollary. / / S is a semigroup with kernel К satisfying S^ = S and SDÎ Ф 0, we 
have: 
^ c= N2 ^ e* с iVi с No n M* . 
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